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- Update from MRS

- New MRS initiatives for 2019/20:
Launch of the MRS/AQR RAS Training
Update to the MRS Code of Conduct
Update to ISO 20252: 2019
Update on GDPR and Fair Data
Brexit and research
Inclusivity programme

- Questions

Topics for Today



RAS: MRS and AQR
Recruiter Training 



The Recruitment Accreditation 
Scheme: How it Works

•Recruitment guidance: 
for buyers and 
recruiters

•Discretionary 
purchasing

•Promotion materials 
for participants

•Suite of online 
training materials

•Qualification via an 
online exam – to 
gain accreditation

•All MRS Code of 
Conduct 
requirements

•All relevant legal 
issues e.g. DPA 

•Supported with 
complaint 
mechanism

•Online register

•Public and open for 
inspection

•Only accredited 
recruiters listed

Register of 
Accredited 
Recruiters

All Recruiters 
(inc. orgs) 
sign up to 

Quality 
Commitment

Guidance
Professional 
Development



RAS: Online 
Training Modules

Training materials, which are free to use, have been developed by AQR and MRS, 

with the support of a number of qualitative and recruiter practitioners.  The five 

online training modules cover: 

• 1st Module: Introduction to qualitative market and social research

• 2nd Module: Traditional recruitment methods for qualitative research

• 3rd Module: New and emerging recruitment techniques

• 4th Module: Data protection and GDPR

• 5th Module: Project management 

Plus a toolkit of useful recruiter information, best practice guidance and templates

Each module contains: web pages of content, supporting webinars from leading 

practitioners and quizzes to enable you to test yourself as progress through the 

training  
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Each page has 
written content

Webinars on 
each page 
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Most pages have 
quizzes to enable 

you to test 
yourself as you 
undertake the 

training
You can create an 
account to keep 

track of your 
progress



Next steps

• So far we have…

• Created five online training modules
• Introduced a complaint and compliance structure
• Created the supporting administration for the Scheme

• Next…

• Create the accreditation process – an online multiple choice 
examination

• To be developed over the autumn for launch by the end of 2019



MRS Standards:
Update of the 
MRS Code of Conduct



MRS GRAPHIC 
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MRS Code is regularly revised

• First appeared in 1954

• Previous text: 1 September 2014

• New Code launched: 1 October 2019

Binding on MRS members and MRS Company Partners and their 

employees/contractors

• Covers researchers’ activities – including non-research

• All research projects including international research projects

• Local laws take precedence if they conflict with the MRS Code 

of Conduct

• Technology and methodology neutral

MRS Standards:
MRS Code of Conduct



Drivers: Why 
update now?

New national, EU & 
international data 

protection frameworks

Broader scope and use 
of research techniques 

in data analytics & 
other non-research 

projects

Best ethical practice 
needs to take account 

of technological 
developments and 

large scale data use



Broader scope and coverage - all professional activities 
(including non-research activities such as data analytics) 
conducted by members and Company Partners

Revision of substantive rules - three main sections with 
sub-sections: general rules of professional conduct including 
awareness and adherence with legislation; commissioning, 
design and data collection; and the general rules of data 
accountability

Key new rules - new rules: data analytics and non-research 
activities and vulnerable people

MRS Code of Conduct:
Key Changes



Inclusion of prohibition on conducting research under 
the guise of other activities:

Members must never undertake any activities, under the guise 
of research, which aim to manipulate, misled or coerce 
individuals. This applies throughout the research process 
including proposal, data collection, analysis and reporting. 
Examples of this activity include: 

a) Sell or market under the guise of research (‘sugging’) 
b) Fund raise under the guise of research (‘frugging’) 
c) Lobby for political purposes under the guise of research 

(‘plugging’) 
d) Create false media content and commentary, including social 

media, under the guise of research (media-mugging)

MRS Code of Conduct:
Key Changes



MRS Standards:
Update to ISO 20252:2019



• Incorporate changes in research processes since last update in 
2012

• Reflect new data practices including ethical requirements 

• Include standards developed since 2012 such as ISO 19731 the 
research data analytics standard

• Remove duplication 

• One standard to cover all aspects of market, opinion and social 
research rather than different standards for different topics

Reasons and benefits 
of the update



Summary of the 
changes:
Other standards

• All mandatory requirements from ISO 26362 and ISO 19731 have 
been incorporated into the revised 
ISO 20252 standard

• The ISO standard for research access panels (online and offline), ISO 
26362:2009, will be withdrawn 

• The new data analytics research standard, ISO 19731, remains a 
separate standard

• New title: Market, opinion and social research, including insights and 
data analytics – Vocabulary and service requirements

• Expanded scope: establishes terms, definitions and service 
requirements for service providers conducting market, opinion and 
social research, including insights and data analytics



Summary of the 
changes: Structure

• The ISO 20252 standard has been significantly restructured

• New Structure – mandatory ‘core’ sections:
 Section 1: Scope
 Section 2: Normative references
 Section 3: Terms and definitions
 Section 4: Core requirements for market, opinion and social 

research
 Annexes

• All certified organisations must certify to core requirements (Section 
1-4) plus at least one Annex



Summary of the 
changes: Annexes

• The Annexes are:

 Annex A: Sampling including access panels
 Annex B: Fieldwork
 Annex C: Physical observation
 Annex D: Digital observation
 Annex E: Self-completion
 Annex F: Data management and processing



Comparison of 2012 
and new version – a 
summary

ISO 20252: 2012 (OLD) ISO 20252 (NEW)

Foreword, Introduction, Scope, Normative 
References & Terms and Definitions

Same order as before with updated text

Research Core System Requirements, Data 
Security, Back-up, Retention, Project 
Management and Client Reporting (Sections 
3, 4 and 7 plus 6.8 and 6.9)

Section 4 Core Requirements with updated 
text

Data Collection (Section 5) Annex A, B, C, D and E updated text and 
with ISO 26362 and ISO 19731 mandatory 
requirements incorporated

Data management and processing (Section 
6 except 6.8 and 6.9)

Now Annex F with some updating to the text



MRS Standards:
Update on GDPR &
Fair Data



The changes to the Fair Data principles are to ensure that 
GDPR and the Data Protection Act 2018 are reflected in the 
MRS’ Fair Data trust mark

Particular focus of the changes:

1. Acknowledge privacy by design and default
2. New and strengthened data subject rights
3. Language use of customer to individual

GDPR and Fair Data: 
Update



The process for completing the review:

- Initial update to the Principles

- Consultation with accredited organisations

- Consultation with countries which have adopted Fair Data

- Revision to the Principles to reflect consultation feedback

- Issue of new principles April 2019

- Introduction of a 12 month transition period; live from April 2020

- Update of the Fair Data questionnaire/checklist 

- Expansion of the evidence base for the revised principles

Timeline for the 
Fair Data update



MRS Standards:
Brexit and research



No-deal Brexit is the default 
position

- The EU Withdrawal Agreement which sets the 
date operates as a matter of law unless there is 
a revocation or extension of Article 50 
extension

- Data Protection Act/GDPR will still apply

- Liaising with Irish regulator

Brexit: 5 Main Points
No.1



Know your high risks - data

- Where your clients and suppliers are located

- The personal data flows focusing on data 
flows between you and clients and/ suppliers 
in the European Economic 
Area (EEA)

Brexit: 5 Main Points
No.2



Remember if data flows from your 
business to countries in the European 
Economic Area (EEA) then you need to 
implement data protection solutions: 

- Use standard contractual clauses
- Identify whether you need to appoint                         
an EU representative

Brexit: 5 Main Points
No.3



Take care of your EU employees and 
think about talent retention

- Review the settled status scheme
- Consider what practical assistance you can offer staff 

Brexit: 5 Main Points
No.4



Key Point 5
Keep up to date 
visit MRS Brexit 
Hub

Brexit: 5 Main Points
No.5



MRS Inclusivity
Programme



Jane Frost, chief executive of MRS:

“At MRS we are driven by our mantra, ‘evidence matters,’ but we 
need to lead by example and demonstrate that opportunity matters 

too. 

As the sector that provides insight and evidence, we must be 
representative of the changing world around us and we believe that 

the only barriers to progress should be personal choice and 
professional capability. 

Through initiatives like our Manifesto for Opportunity and 
#MRSPride, we want to energise discussion and inspire action 

within the research community. "



1. Publish pay statistics annually and demonstrate clear, sustained 
progress towards gender and BAME pay parity

2. Work towards ensuring staff are fully representative of the diversity of 
the UK

3. Work towards achievement of government targets on inclusion of 
women and BAME people at executive committee and Board level

4. Improve recruitment of a representative intake with initiatives such as 
ending unpaid internships and supporting school and university and 
apprenticeship programmes

5. Create safe places to work for all, committing to:
….timeTo Code, support whistleblowing culture, train staff for stress and mental health issues…
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MRS Manifesto for 
Opportunity



Thank you
Questions?


